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Abstract: The paper discusses a mythical creature known in Polish folklore as 
klobuk, how it got its name, the Slavonic background of the word, and its relation to 
Turkic ka/buk. Usually, the Slavonic word is derived from Turkic; phonetic problems 
are sometimes mentioned but they do not tend to be viewed as critica!. The present 
paper approaches this established etymology with more reservation and concludes 
that both Slavistic and Turkological work is necessary in order to connect the two 
words with an acceptable degree of probability. 
Keywords: Slavonic, Turkic, etymology, folklore, mythology. 

Özet: Bu yazıda Polonya folklorilnde klobuk olarak bilinen mitolojik bir varlık 
tartşılmakta, bu ismin nasıl alındığı, sözcüğün Slav dillerindeki tabanı ve Türkçe 
ka/buk ile bağı değerlendirilmektedir. Esasen Slav dillerindeki sözcük Türkçeden 
kaynaklanmaktadır. Bazen fonetik sorunlardan bahsedilirse de bu eleştirelolarak 
görülme eğiliminde değildir. Mevcut makale varolan etimolojiye kuşku ile yaklaşır ve 
hem Slavistiğe hem de Türkolojiye ait çalışmaların kabul edilebilir derecede bir 
olasılıkla iki kelimenin ilişkilendirilmesi için gerekli olduğu sonucuna varır. 
Anahtar sözcükler: Slav dilleri, Türk dilleri, etimoloji, folklör, mitoloji. 

1 Introduction 

The present paper discusses a mythicaI creature, its name, and the word 
that became its name. The creature is a domestic spirit of PoIish foIklore, 
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the name is k/obuk, and it is thought to be of Turkic origin, stemming from 

the same source as later ko/pak. 
The entire complex is moderately tangled. We will not provide a 

complete, ready etymology; in fact we will speak against the one that is 
commonly accepted, and offer nothing to replace it. We will present the 
current ethnographic and linguistic situation, summarize the state of 

research, and add some commentary and new ideas to it. 

Several researchers were more or less direcdy involved in the writing of 

this paper. in particular, we want to express our gratitude to Prof. Anna 
Tyrpa and Prof. Barbara Grabka of the Institute of the Polish Language of 

the Polish Academy of Sciences in Cracow for their cordial help and 
aılowing us access to the library and unpublished materials for S/ownik 
gwar polskich (SGP), and to Vit Bocek, PhD, of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Czech Republic for Slavistic consultation. Needless to say, all 

remaining errors are ours alone. 

2 Ethnography 

It is a widely known fact that there are virtually no written sources 
conceming the Slavonic religion; all proposals of the possible source idea 
and historical transformations of the ldobuk belief complex are for this 
reason perforce based on its 19th century folklore records, which may be 
safely assumed to not represent the original pre-Christian belief stratum 
faithfully. This short presentation of the topic should then be considered 

more as a descriptive analysis of the case as it appears in texts extant to day 
than a true explanation because of our lack of any considerable proof. 

The ldobuk is believed to be primarily a household spirit whose chief 
function is to bring wealth to his human patron, acquired usually through 
theft (Toeppen, 1867, p. 36). Its appearance is said to be that of an animal, 
a human child or a will-o' -the-wisp. The anima1 forms attributed to the 
ldobuk are mostly those of birds, namely a black hen, goose, crow, owl, 
magpie and duck; besides, the spirit may appear as a black cat. Those 
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forms seem to point to the nature of the spirit as understood in its original 
context as chthonic; waterfowl has been linked with the Underworld in the 
Slavonic religion, because as fire was seen as essentially solar and thus the 
domain of ouranic gods, so water has been seen as primarily connected to 
the Lower World and the domain ofVeles. (Szyjewski, 2003, pp. 63, and 
78) The use of a black hen in traditional Slavonic folk magic is well 
known, likewise the connection of the owl to various demonic beings. The 
dark colour of the animal, as well as the owl and cat forms underscore the 
noctumal characteristic. The function of the spirit as a wealth-giver and 
mischievous trickster seems to support this interpretation. The way a 
ldobuk is said to interact with humans has led some researchers to 
speculate about its possible connection to the concept of a shamanic 
guardian spirit (Szyjewski, 2003, p. 154). Considering the scarce resources 
conceming the pre-Christian religion of the Slavonic peoples it seems to 
be quite a far-fetched hypothesis; the discussion on possible shamanic 
elements in the pre-Christian Slavonic religion has not been settled 
satisfactorily and probably will not be unless new discoveries are made 
and shed some light on the topic that is currendy dominated by sheer 
speculation. 

The informants describing the spirit as appearing in human or human
like fonn have variously deseribed it as a child, a ehild-sized adult or a 
dwarf (Toeppen, 1867). The appearance of a will-o'-the-wisp, a floating 
flame or a firebalı are much rarer in extant deseriptions; it is however 
notable that sometimes a tail of flame is mentioned when talking about the 
ldobuk as seen when flying in the form of a bird. 

it is believed that one may 'gain' a ldobuk for him or herself by 
inviting a wet animal of the aforementioned kinds indoors during a rainy 
night and giying it food and a comfortable plaee to sleep. The next day 
some money or a pile of grain may be found in the place the animal rested, 
signifying it having been a ldobuk who had taken its zoomoepbie form. 
The spirit is believed to later return to the house where it was treated well, 
and if the homeowner leaves for it a plaee in the house (usually a barrel 
fılled with sofi textiles or a plaee in the attie) and regularly leaves 
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offerings of food (scrambled eggs and wheat noodles are considered most 
appropriate), the spirit is said to settle at its human patron' s house and 
work for him, stealing grain and precious items from the host' s 
neighbours. it is believed that while the spirit is not essentially malicious, 
it is however easy to offend; to which it reacts by taking the homeowner's 
possesions and leaving forever or sometimes even setting fire to the 
household. (Toeppen, 1867.) 

An alternatiye and highly interesting from the scholarly point of view 
way to gain a ldobuk is to 'grow' it on one's own by burying a stiııbom 
child or fetus under the threshold of the house. The child, representing all 
the potential of its unrealized life (Szyjewski, 2003, p. 195) manifests 
under such circumstances as a klobuk bound to the house and its owners. 
This mythological complex tells much about the older strata of the belief, 
linking it to protective and wealth-giving household spirits connected to 
the family, such as the Roman lares familiares, Anglo-Saxon hobgoblin, 
Lithuanian aitvaras and other similar beingsextant in the religions of the 
Indo-European peoples. This correlation could signify that the belief in the 
ldobuk may be the last link in the undocumented chain growing ultimately 
out of the PIE religion, and therefore controverting the hypothesis of the 
belief being of Turkic origin. The other interesting aspect of that 
mythologem is its connection to a wider archetype of protective ancestral 
spirits which have been buried under or around the house, being possibly 
one of the most primordial myths connected with human settling and 
urbanization, documented as early as in Jericho's cult of skuııs (Tubb, 
1998). 

The belief in the ldobuk being widespread in Warmia and Masuria, 
protectivemeans havebeen devised to banish the spirit when it is thought 
to come to steal one's possesions; the most commonone, -unsurprisingly, 
is making the sign of the cross. (Toeppen, 1867, pp. 38f) The second most 
common apotropaic gesture seems to point to a pre-Christian layer of folk 
belief, consisting of showing the spirit one' s naked bottom. It is not quite 
elear. if it is the showing of the buttocks or the genitals that is crucial; 
however the belief complex of the genitals having antidemonic powers 
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because of their status as anatural symbol of fertility and creative power 
in general is well-known in anthropological literature under the name of 
anasyrma. The sign of the cross mayaıso have been made on haystacks, 
piles of grain and in general all precious objects that were feared to be 
stolen by a ldobuk - and that usually was when a neighbor has rapidly 
gained wealth. 

As has been aIready stated, similar creatures are present in Central 
European folklore also outside of Warmia and Masuria or Slavonic 
countries at large; similarity of ideas allowing the mixing and conflation 
of particular legendary accounts and secondary characteristics of the spirit 
such as specific forms in which it appears. Such a relationship may exist 
between the ldobuk and the German kobold, which we are now going to 
deseribe briefly. The kobold seems to be similar to the ldobuk in certain 
important respects, which, in scope of the history of the region, may 
suggest a conflation of previously separate folkloric traditions of Warmia 
and Masuria and Prussia. The region altemated between periods of 
Prussian and Polish rule between mid-1Stb and mid-17tb century, and 
remained effectively Prussian until194S; the cultural influence of German 
settlers began in early 13 tb century and has always remained strong. it has 
been noted that folklore ideas and beliefs have mixed in different regions 
of Prussia because of the introduction of a nation-wide compulsory 
conscription after the country's defeat in the Napoleonic Wars (BlaZewicz, 
2014). 

The kobold is aspirit showing itself as a child, a smail person or a will
o'-the-wisp; living in households or at other places frequented by humans, 
such as mines and ships; helping in chores or bringing money in exchange 
for care and food offerings being left in certain places. Ashliman writes: 
"Should someone take pity on a kobold in the form of a cold, wet creature 
and take it inside to warm it, the spirit takes up residence there" (2006, p. 
46). It has also been proposed that the kobold may be alater derivative of 
the reconstructed concept of kofewalt, aspirit having power over a room 
in the house (Dowden, 2000, p. 229). The similarities seem essential 
enough to allow for a conflation of the original belief complex of a variety 
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of different household spirits of proteetive or misehievous nature in the 
Slavonie folk religion with the more speeified kobold, whieh is the 
obvious referenee point for describing the klobuk for Toeppen, who 
openly equates these terms (Toeppen, 1867). Such a process may have 
resulted in the ldobuk being described much more like the German kobold 
than similar spirits in other regions of Poland or Slavonie countries at 
large, appearances shifting more quiekly than specifie ritual teehnologies 
(such as the mentioned creation of the ldobuk from a stiııbom child buried 
under the threshold or the means of banishing it by anasyrma) which 
usuaııy reflect more ancient worldviews, as is the case for example with 
Pagan ritual struetures being adapte d into European Christianity in the 
Middle Ages. If such a process took place, it would invalidate the 
hypothesis of the ldobuk being of Turkie origin, as proposed by Bmekner 
[1927] and later repeated in many ethnological studies; rather, we would 
suggest seeing it as a Germanized form of a native Slavonic belief. 

3 Etymology 

When looked at from afar, the etymology of klobuk appears to be 
essentiaııy established; Diwigol (2004: 19) says simply 

Stara, moze jui: praslowiaiıska pOZyczka orientalna, zapewne jakies *kalbuk, jest u6dlem 

wyrazu klobuk, nazwy nakrycia glowy, wysokiej spiczastej czapki, kapelusza (Slawski SE 

II, 257-258). Na Warmii i Mazurach i - rzadziej - s~iednim Mazowszu klobuk i forma 

bez metatezy kolbuk s~ synonimami lalanca, nazwy demona znos~cego gospodarzowi 

zboze lub pieni~dze. i 

and does not return to the question of ongm again. But a closer 
investigation reveals some unclear moments in this etymology. Let us 
inspect them in more detai!. 

An old, perhaps aıready Proto-Slavonic Oriental borrowing, probably *kalbuk or similar. is 
the source of the word k/obuk, the name of a headwear, atall, pointed cap, hat (Slawski SE II 
257-258 [= Slawski, 1958]). In Warmia and Masucia and, less often, in the neighbouring 
Mazovia, k/obuk and the form without metathesis, kolbuk, are synonyms for laıaniec. the 
name of a demon who brings grain or money to the farmer. 
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3.1 Pot. klobuk 

3.1.1 PoJe klobuk 'cap, hat' and 'a domestic spirit' 

The word klobuk 'a domestic spirit' has a fairly limited geographic reach. 
it is only known in Warmia and Masuria, in the vicinity of the city of 
Olsztyn (for phonetic variants, see SGOWM). The word itself, however, is 
known throughout the country, only typically with the meaning '(a 
specifıc kind of) cap or hat'. Other meanings also exist but, except for two, 
all can be easily reduced to 'cap, hat' (see 3.2, and below). The two 
exceptions are 'northem goshawk; northem sparrowhawk' , and our 
'dornestic spirit'. 

Polish etymologists have not paid much attention to this pair, perhaps 
regarding it as two local innovations without import for the general 
picture; Borys (2005) omits the word entirely, Baı1kowski (2000) and 
Bmckner [1927] omit these meanings, and it is only Slawski (1958) who 
mentions them, suggesting that they mayaıso derive from the meaning of 
'headwear'. (In fact, his wording is not entirely elear: "na Mazurach i 
Warmii klobuk : kolbuk oznacza 'zlego ducha, diabla' [ ... ]; postae klobuch 

w mlp. i sl~s. spotyka siç tez w znaczeniu 'jastrz~b, krogulec' [ ... ], oba 
ostatnie znaczenia pochodz~ chyba od 'nakrycia glowy', por. ros. klobuk, 
klobucok 'kapturek naldadany na glowç ptakom mysliwskim, zwlaszcza 
sokolom",ı - that is to say, depending on whether he regards 'northem 
goshawk' and 'northem sparrowhawk' as one or two meanings, the 
suggestion does or does not also apply to our meaning. Perhaps not, given 
that Slawski used a comma to separate 'hawks' from the justifıcation, and 
a semicolon to separate them from 'a domestic spirit', and only provided a 
justifıcation for the 'hawks'.) 

Whatever Slawski's intention, a shift from 'cap, hat' to 'dornestic 
spirit' is not impossible. Klobuk can mean various kinds of caps and hats, 

2 In Wannia and Masuria klobuk: kolbuk denotes 'an evil spirit, devil' [ ... ]; the shape klobuch 
in Lesser Poland and Silesia is also found to mean 'northem goshawk, northem 
sparrowhawk' [ ... ], the latter two meanings deriving perhaps from 'headwear', ct: Russ. 
klobuk, klobucok 'cap put on the heads ofbirds ofprey, especially hawks' 
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with proportions ranging from those of a cappeııo romano or a musbroom 
hat, as in the Podhale region, to those of a capotain or a top hat, as in the 
Orthodox Church. Local and historical changes in the semantics of klobuk 
reflect this diversity, and attest to our word's potential to acquire a new 
meaning based solely on the similarity of physical appearance; e.g. in 
Polish, there is a 15th century attestation as a plurale tantum with the 
meaning 'bubbles on water; bubbles created during the rain' and a 16th 

century one for 'the bud of a flower, especia11y of a rose' (both Slawski, 
1958), Brückner [1927] mentions 'bellflowers' for Polish and 'sugarloaf' 
for ez. klobouk, while ESSJa 'blister' for Macedonian and a Russian 
dialectal pbrase KJl06YK neHbl 'high head (of beer)'. Standing perhaps no 
taııer than a pointed hat, even the little kobold may in this light appear like 
a 'bud' sprouting from the ground. 

3.1.2 G Hödeken &c. 

But there is another possibility which, to our minds, appears to be 
considerably more plausible. In the German tradition, spirits, and 
especialIy kobolds, are sometimes given nicknames, and it is not rare for 
them to be derived from some characteristic element of the creature's 
clothing, in particular its hat. We have found more than a dozen of such 
names: Heinz Hütlein, Hellekeplein, Hodeke ---- Hödeken -- Hoidike, 
Hopfen - Hopfenhütel -- Hopfenhütl, Hubert Hochhut - Hubert Huhot ,...., 
Huppet Huhot, Hutzelmann, Hütchen, Langhut, Martin Pumphut ,...., 
Pumphut, Mützchen, Rotmützchen, Timpehut (Arrowsmith, 2009, p. 112; 
Feldmann, 2009, p. 148; Griınm, 1854, p. 476; Hartinger, 2001, p. 5; HdA, 
s.vv. Eisenhütlein, Hut, and Kobold; Heııand, 1906, p. 579; Kapeıı, 1907, 
p. 124; Kraft, 2011, p. 130; Laistner, 1894, p. 121; Simrock, 1864, pp. 
473f; Wolf, 1843, pp. 570f; Wolf, 1852, p. 65), and maybe also 
Eisenhütel, Eisenhütlein, and Fingerhut (Arrowsmith, 2009, p. 112; 
Grimm, 1854, p. 476; HdA, s.v. Eisenhütlein, and Kobold; Simrock, 1864, 
p. 474; Wolf, 1852, p. 65). 
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At least some of those names are tied to specific places: Heinz Hütlein 
to Siegburg (HdA, S.v. Hut), Hodeke to Hildesheim (Helland, 1906, p. 
579), Hopfenhütel to Austria (Feldmann, 2009, p. 148), Hubert Hochhut 
-Hubert Huhot - Huppet Huhot to Cologne (HdA, S.v. Hut; Wolf, 1852, 
p. 65), Hödeken to Hildesheim (HdA, S.v. Hut), Hütchen to Hildesheim 
(Helland, 1906, p. 579; HdA, S.v. Hut) and Thuringia (HdA, S.v. Hut), 
Martin Pumphut to Lusatia and Vogtland (HdA, S.v. Hut), Mützchen to 
Freiberg (HdA, S.v. Hut), and Rotmützchen to the Low Countries (cf. 
Kapell, 1907, p. 124; Laistner, 1894, p. 121; Simrock, 1864, p. 473, and 
Wolf, 1843, pp. 570t). It seems reasonable that such affectionate names 
would be only given to the local, familiar spirit but unfortunately, we were 
not able to establish where the other name s belong or, more important1y, 
whether one such name was also in use in East Prussia. 

The possibility of a German influence in Warmia and Masuria is a 
given (see 1). One, probably unnecessary, parallel example is the German 
word Kobold which exists in modem Polish in several phonetic shapes in 
Warmia and Masuria (chobold, chobut, kobold, kobut), in Silesia and 
Lusatia which also are regions with a long history of strong German 
influence, and, in singular instances in Mazovia and the Gorce mountains 
(Dhvigol, 2004, p. 25). 

There is very little we can say about the time of calquing. in general, 
the word is probably Proto-Slavonic; its earliest attestation in Polish is 
from 1 136, as a surname, and probably in the standard meaning of 'cap, 
hat' (see 3.2). German settlement in Warmia and Masuria begins in the 
13th and gains impetus 14th century. in Polish, other meanings of klobuk 
appear in 15th and 16th century literature (see above) but neither is in any 
way related to 'domestic spirit'. The earliest Polish attestation of the 
borrowed G Kobold is from 1583 (WOLP). According EM (pp. 34t), 
kobolds belonged since the 18th century to the standard repertoire of fairy 
tale tellers and learned literature on curiosities; by the 20th century, they 
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have all but waned from human memory. The oldest recording of our 

word that we are aware of comes from the 1835.3 

To sum up, klobuk 'cap, hat' appears to be a native word in Polish, in the 

sense that it has been present in it for probably as long as Polish can be 

considered a separate language (see 3.2). The local, East Prussian 

semantic shift to 'domestic spirit' is alater development, in all likelihood 

under the influence of such German nicknames for kobolds as Hüıchen, 

Hödekin, MÜlzchen, &c. 

3.2 Slav. *klobukb and Tkc. **kalbuk 

3.2.1 SI av . * klobuh 

As was mentioned in 3.1, klobuk is not just a Polish word; it is in fact 

common across the entire Slavonic world: Cash. klobuk i Cz. klobouk i 
Pol. klobuk i Polab. klübek i Sık. klobuk i LSorb. klobyk i USorb. klobuk ~ 

Brus. KJla6YK i Russ. KJlo6y'k i Ukr. KJlo6y'k i Bulg. KJl06YK i Mac. KJl06YK i 
SCr. klabuk i SIn. klobuk, plus various dialectal shapes such as Bulg.dial. 

klambuk, klombuk i CZ.dial. klobuk, kobl6k i PoLdiaL. kolbuk, klobuch i 
Russ.dial. Ko6JlYK, &c. (BER; Bezlaj, 1982; ESJS; ESSJa; Gluhak, 1993; 

Machek, 1957, 1958; Polanski, 1971; Rejzek, 2001; SEK; Schuster-Sewc, 

1984; Slawski, 1958; Snoj, 1997). 

The attestations are essentially as old as can be had: OCS KJl060YK'b i 
OBulg. KJl060YQbqb (1073) i OCz. klobuk, kobluk i OPol. klobuk, kobluk i 
ORuss. KJloy6YK'b (1152) (Avanesov, 1991; BER; ES&,Ja; Filin, 1975-; 

Machek, 1968; SJS; Slawski, 1958; Tenisev, 2001, p. 484), also in 

3 Mrongovius (1835): "Kolbuk oder kolbog [ ... ] der Aberglaube in Preu6. Pohlen, z. B bei 
Ortelsburg (Szczytno) hölt ihn fllr einen Geift der in Genalt eines fliegenden Drachen feinen 
Berehrem durch den Schorftein Geld zutrligt; es ift diefes vielleicht der heidnifche Merkur." 
- Rykaczewski (1849): "PUCK [ ... ] duch napowietrzny ['aerial spirit'], kolbuk" -
Toeppen (1867, p. 16): "kolbuk (= Kobold)". 
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personal names (e.g. Pol. Klobuczek (1136), Klobukowic; Baıikowski, 

2000; Cieslikowa et aL., 2000), plaee names (e.g. Pol. Klobuck,4 

Klobukowice), and ethnonyms (ORuss. tfbpHHH KJl06Y~H for Turkie 
tribes living in the Black Sea region; see Oolden, 1996). 

The meanings are a little more diversified; almost universally '(a 
specific kind ~f) eap or hat' (ineluding 'helmet' in Polish and elsewhere, 
and in East Slavonic mostly limited to religious or monastic headwear), 
sometimes 'bubble on the surfaee of a liquid' (e.g. Bulg.dial., ez., Mac., 
OPol.; Brüekner, [1927]; ESSJa; Slawski, 1958), only sporadically 
'bellflower' (Pol.; Bmckner, [1927]), ıblister' (Mac.; ESSJa), 'coltsfoot' 
(Cash.; Lorentz, 1975), '(flower) bud' (pol.; ESSJa; Slawski, 1958), 
'jellyfish' (SCr.; Schuster-Sewc, 1984), 'a measure of grain [a vessel]' 
(SCr.dial.; Schuster-Sewc, 1984), 'rafter' (Sin.; ESSJa), 'sugarloaf (ez.; 
Brüekner, [1927]; probably a calque of o Zuckerhut), 'the top sheaf on a 
haystack' (Pol.dial., Sin.; ESSJa, SOP), perhaps also 'pointed tip', 
'hillock', 'a bend in the terrain' (see fn. 4), and exceptionally 'northem 
goshawk; northem sparrowhawk' (Pol.dial.; Slawski, 1958; SOP), and 'a 
domestie spirit' (3.1). 

Exeept for the last two, all can be easily reduced to 'eap, hat' - either 
through the shape ('bellflower', ıblister', 'coltsfoot', 'sugarıoaf, &c.), or 
through the function ('rafter', 'the top sheaf on a haystaek'). For the two 
'hawk's, a convincing tertium comparationis is provided by Slawski 
(1958; see fn. 2) and our 'domestic spirit' can also be eventually linked to 
'cap, hat', only through a slightly less direct path (3.1). 

4 The name of the town appears in the sourees in the 13th century but the settlement is surely 
older; it had aıready had a parish ehureh in 1135 (Rospond, 1984). There have been at least 
four attempts at etymologizing the name; all unanimously link it to klobuk but they do not 
agree on its meaning: Dlugosz ([1440-80], p. 163) mentions ga/eafe"ea ('a kind ofhelmet'; 
ga/ea itselfwas used in various eontexts (eLMILP) but the adjeetive makes the phrase clear), 
Ryınut (1987) derives it from a personal name (whieh, in Cieslikowa et aL. [2000], he alsa 
reduees to 'a kind ofhelmet'), white Malee (2003) and Rospond (1984) believe the relevant 
meanings are 'pointed tip', 'hillock', and possibly 'a bend in the terrain'. These last three are 
partieularly interesting because theyare not mentioned by any other dietionary we have 
consulted, and neither Malec nor Rospond specify the souree of the ir knowledge. 
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Consequently, Slavonie etymologists are quite unanimous in redueing 
the eontemporary forms to PSlav. *k/obukb 'headwear'. This, in turn, they 
almost universally derive from Turkie, either just linking it more or less 
direetly to the attested ka/pak 'eap, hat' (Bezlaj, 1982; Dybo, 2010, p. 24; 
Fasmer, 1967; Fedotov, 1996; Holub & Kopecny, 1952; Maehek, 1957, 
1968; Miklosieh, 1886; Rejzek, 2001; Sanskij, 1982; Sanskij, Ivanov & 
Sanskaja, 1971), or deriving it from its supposed protoform **kalbuk 

(BER; Bemeker, 1908; ESJS; ESSJa; Gluhak, 1993; Menges, 1955, p. 
331; Rejzek, 2001; Snoj, 1997; Slawski, 1958; and probably alsa 
B aılkowski , 2000; Bmekner, [1927]; Polanski, 1971; Sehuster-Sewe, 
1984; and SEK). 

The idea appears to have been fırst put forward by Miklosieh (1886). it 
was eritieized by Brandt (1887, p. 35) on phonetie grounds (laek of 
justification for Tke. p > Slav. b and -ak> -uk), while Sehaehmatov (1912, 
pp. 98f) suggested a Celtic mediation between Turkie and Slavonie. The 
onlyother propositions that we are aware of are two by A. Matzenauer 
(one from 1870 (after ESJS), < It. cappelluccio, one from 1881 (pp. 172f), 

< ko + obluk = aes 06J10yı<ö < 06J1ö -- 06öJlö - 06bJlö 'round'), one by 
K. Moszyılski (1934, p. 677; < G Kobold), and just aremark by Rospond 
(1984, s.v. Klobuck), that the word is perhaps in faet native. All of these 
suggestions are eonsistently rejeeted in etymologieal dietionaries, if they 
are even mentioned at all. At most, it is aeknowledged that the phonetie 
changes following the borrowing are not entirely clear. 

Such an admission is not unjustifıed. If the original Turkie shape was 
indeed **kalbuk then its adaptation in Proto-Slavonie as *kalbukb would 
be rather imaginable; however, if it was different, perhaps closer to the 
aetually existing kalpak, then we can see little reason for it to have yielded 
* kalbukb, be it during the borrowing or at any later stage. 

3.2.2 Slav. and Tkc. ka/pak 

As it happens, the attested Tke. kalpak was later borrowed to one or more 
Slavonie languages again and resulted, with or without some additional 
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mediation, in: Cz. kalpak (OCz. ko/pat) i Pol. kolpalC (1554) i sık. kalpak 
(diaL. ko/pak) i LSorb. kalpak ~ Bms. KaYnaK i Russ. KOıınaK (ORuss. 
KQJlnaKb ,.., KoıınaKb; 15th c.) i Ukr. KOBnaK i Bulg. KQJlnaK i Mac. KQJlnaK i 
SCr. killpak i SIn. kiılpak, &c. (Bemeker, 1908; Fasmer, 1967; Slawski, 
1958); their meanings 'tall, pointed hat' (not quite unlike the one gnomes 
tend to be depicted with), also 'headwear', 'fur hat', 'military hat', 'taH hat 
brimmed with fur', exceptionaHy 'cockscomb' (Mac.dial.; Slawski, 1958), 
'huhcap' (modem Pol.), 'a measure of volume' (ORuss.; Slawski, 1958), 
'various covers of a shape similar to a hat' (Russ.; Slawski, 1958), and 
somewhat surprisingly 'fool, dunce' (Russ.; Slawski, 1958), the latter 
perhaps related in some way to the dunce cap of the English-speaking 
world. The word was also borrowed to severalother language s in Asia, 
and from the Slavonic languages, it spread further into Europe; TMEN (§ 
1506) provides a convenient list, but for English see Urban (2015, pp. 
116f), for Hungarian cf. alsa EWU and Zaicz (2006), for Lithuanİan 
Smoczyı1ski (2007), and for Polish fn. 5. 

The time of the borrowing was probably 15th-16th century, based on the 
earliest attestations. This is the period when Oriental style costuInes were 
becoming fashionable in Eastem Europe, a taste that would spread 
westward across the continent in the following centuries. in 16th and 17th 

c. Poland kolpaki were wom with dresses of a westem cut, later with the 
so-called national costume (kontusz, rupan; Dr~owska, 2012,p. 287). 

Naturally, comparing the phonetic adaptation of a 15thl16th c. 
borrowing to that of a Proto-Slavonic one is not necessarily justified, but 
ko/pak &c. do nonetheless provide a suggestive counterexample. It was 
aIready Miklosich (1886) linked it with klohuk, and we suspect some of 
the later objections to his etymolQgy of klohuk might have beento some 
degreeinspired by kolpak. 

5 The Polish word is usually derived from Turkic via Russian; see e.g. Slawski (1958) and 
TMEN (§ i 506) where also further bibliography is listed. However, according to Dnp:kowska 
(2012,.p. 157), it was Tatars who popularized this particular kind of hat in Poland - and, we 
may suppose, at the same time a name for it. We want to merely raise a flag here that the 
point requires a more detailed study not only linguistic but also from the point of view of 
cultural history. 
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3.2.3 Turlde ** kalbuk 

Be that as it may, the phonetic difficulties of deriving klobuk from *ka/pak 

did certainly ease the acceptance of **ka/buk as the Turkic etymon by 

Slavonic etymologists. The trouble is that, while Turkic etymologists are 
not in any way unanimous about the etymology of the word, the one point 

that they do agree on is that it did not sound **kalbuk. 

The relevant Turkic forms are: Az. ga/pag i Gag. ka/pak i Tksh. ka/pak 

i Trkm. ga/pak i Bshk., KarBlk, Kar.E, Kirg., Kklp., Kmk., Kzk., Nog. 

ka/pak, Kar.SW ko/pak i Tat. ka/pak, kalfak ~ Uigh. ka/pak i Uzb. qa/paq i 
Khak. (Kyzyl) halbah i Tuv. ha/ba'J i WYug. <I\aJlMaI\> ~ Yak. xa/pak, 
xa/pak, xa/pax i Chuv. ka/pak (Asmarin, [1934]; AzRS; BshkRS; ESTJa; 

GagTS; KarBlkRS; KhakRS; KirgRS; KmkRS; Malov, 1957; NogRS; 

Pekarskij, 1907-1930; R II 269; SKzkP, s.v. 1wi3; TatRS; TrkmRS; 
UjgRS; UzbRS), almost all meaning 'a kind of hat' (usually 'felt' and 
'pointed'), and only sporadically 'cap, lid' (Kzk., Tat. ka/pak; Eren, 1999; 

TatRS), 'hair on a baby's head (until the fırst haircut)' (Trkm.; TrkmRS), 
'lampshade' (Khak.; KhakRS), or 'the top of ahat', 'sunflower head' 

(both Nog.; NogRS). The word is a1so present in some Mongolic 

languages, e.g. Klmk. xa/~'J (possibly a borrowing from Turkic, see 
TMEN, § 1506), WMo. qa1ba'J (both 'a kind of hat'; KlmkRS, KWh) 

whence it was borrowed to Tuv. ha/ba'J 'ear flaps of ahat' (VEWT). The 
majority of historical and dialectal attestations are no more diversified, 
e.g. Chag., Ott. ka/pak i Tksh.dia1. ga/pak, ka/bak, kap/ak i Uzb.dia1. 
qa/plry (ESTJa, R II 269). The word does not feature in DTS or Clauson 

(1972). 
Thus, it is only Ott. kalabak and Tksh.diaL. kabalak, both '(felt) cap, 

hat' (ESTJa, Men 1680), that do not evidently point to a reconstruction of 

* ka/pak. Perhaps also related, and suggesting a different original 
sounding, are the several forms with -u-: Kklp. ku/pak 'payot', Tksh.diaL. 
ku/pak 'hair', and Trkm. ku/pak '1. children's uncut hair; 2. pigtails; 3. 
inflorescence ofmaize' (ESTJa; cf. the meaning of Trkm. ga/pak above) 
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Though it is probably irrelevant for the ultimate origin of our word, we 
should note that some of the forms above result from later borrowing: 
Chuv. kalpak is probably from Tatar or at any rate not a continuant of the 
common Turkic form CESTJa, phonetic reasons), Kar.SW kolpak is 
probably from Polish CESTJa, phonetic reasons), Tuv. halbal) is probably 
from Mongolic CESTJa, VEWT), and Yak. xalpak, ESTJa suggests, is 
from Russian. We suspect that explaining the long a (Russ. KOJlnoK) may 
have been the only reason for this last suggestion but, unmentioned by 
ESTJa, there alsa exist Yakut shapes with a short a (see above) which 
appear to be a good phonetic match for the general Turkic kalpak. 

As for the ultimate origin, we are aware of the fo11owing propositions 
(in chronological order): 

ı. Menges (1955, p. 331) comes closest to **kalbuk by separating 
Slav. kolpak and klobuk into two independent borrowings, from 
two different etyma: kolpak < *kaly.p.ak or *kaly.pa.k, while 
klobuk < *kaly.b.uk. Apropos the latter he mentions Tar. qalpuq 
'lips of horses and sheep; thick lips' < * kaly.p. uk. it is not clear 
what the root * kaly- would have me ant, or exactly why the -p 

would have been voiced in one form and remain voiceless in the 
other. Other than compatibility with Slav. klobuh, we can see very 
little reason to postuIate the -uk suffıx when effectively all the 
attested forms end in -ak. in its current shape, this proposition must 
be considered difficult to defend. 

2. Egorov (1964) does not explicitly indicate the ultimate source; he 
merely asks the reader to compare Ar. qalbaq 'hat, calpac'. 
Likewise, F edotov (1996) only refers to Egorov (1964) without 
clearly stating his own opinion. We hold with TMEN (§ 1506) 
according to which the borrowing was in the opposite direction. 

3. M. Asamutdinova (1969; after ESTJa) suggests that the -lp- forms 
are secondary to the original kaplak, and that kalpak itself was 
coined from kapla- 'to cover'. L. Levitskaja expands this idea onto 
Tksh.dia1. kabalak (ESTJa). See below. 
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4. M. Habicev (1971; after ESTJa) derives our word from kal- 'to 
remain, to stay'. ESTJa righdy rejects this idea for semantic and 
phonetic reasons (Trkm. kiil- with a long vowel). 

5. ABD (online and the 1992 and 2000 printed versions) explains the 
Turkic word as a borrowing from MPers. kulii/ak 'cap', diminutive 
of kuliif 'hat'. Urban (2015, pp. 1 18t) right1y rejects this idea for 

phonetic reasons. 
6. ESTJa does not provide a ready etymology of its own, but it does 

cite several South-Siberian forms with asimilar sounding and 
meaning 'broad', 'fiat' (Khak., halbah, Tof. halbah, kalbak, Tuv. 
kalbak, and kalbaj- 'to be broad, fiat'), and suggests that, together 
with kaplak 'cap, lid', they might play a role in explaining our 

word. This is an interesting idea but the authors themselves adınit 
that more data need to be collected before it can be properly 
evaIuated. It is not impossible that the relation is in fact opposite 
and that it is 'broad' and 'fiat' that evolved from 'cap, hat'. 

7. Eren (1999) considers the word to be built from kalıp 'cap, lid' 
(Tksh.diaL.; the literary meaning is 'moıd, matrix'; cf. Kzk., Tat. 
kalpak 'cap, lid') + -(a)k DİMlN. Urban (2015, p. 119) right1y 
rejects this idea for geographic and historical reasons. 

8. Finally, M. Stachowski (KEWT and Urban, 2015, p. 119) suggests 
that our word go es perhaps ultimately to *kapii 'to close, to cover', 
whence *kapiilak> kabalak> kalabak> *kalybak> kalpak. He 
adınits himself, however, that both kaba/ak and kalabak are only 
attested in Anatolia and can hardly be proposed as sources for e.g. 
Tatar or Uighur forms. 

,Of the above, only the third andthe last proposition appear to be 
defendable ,in their current shape (kapla- 'to cover'and *kapii- 'to close, 
to cover'). They share a common wea1mess which is that 'they rely on a 
very peripheral shapewith -pl-, attested only in the Turkish provinces of 
Kütahya ('a kindofhat'; DS) and Ordu ('a piece ofiron put on theblade 
of an axe before it becomes completely wom out'; DS), and therefore 
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must assume that all the other forms across the entİre Turkic world are 
metathetic. Of course, this is not impossible if we assume the metathesis 
had occurred suffıciently early; then the -pl- shapes would be doubly 
metathetic, perhaps owing to a secondary hypercorrectness which in this 
case would in fact revert the correct, onginal shape. 

4 Summary and conclusions 

Two relatively recent events are fairly certain: 1. The early modem or 
modem shift from 'cap, hat' to 'a domestic demon' in Po1.dia1. klobuk, 

under the influence of G Hüfchen &c. - this conclusion is pointed to both 
by ethnography (see 2) and by etymology (3.1), and 2. The Iate mediaeval 
or early modem borrowing of Tkc. kalpak to, among others, several 
Eastem European language s from which it later spread westward (3.2.2). 
F or one the specifıc German nickname remains to be identifıed, for the 
other the exact paths of expansion and the precise dates, but the overall 
schemes ofboth appear to be satisfactonly elear. 

Equally clear, it seems, is that Slav. klobuk &c. go back to *klobukb 

(3.2.1), while Tkc. kalpak &c. do not (3.2.3). Probably the most 
problematic is the u in the second syllable. it would be maybe easier to 
explain if the borrowing were from Slavonic to Turkic but this is nearly 
impossible for geographic and histoncal reasons. At this point, we should 
perhaps concede that, tempting as it may be, a connection between the two 
sets of words is actually quite unlikely in light of what we know about 
them. it may seem rather frivolous to attribute phonetic similarity, 
semantic identity, and histoncal possibility to pure chance, but in our 
judgment the evidence we currendy have does not suffıce to show it is 
anything but. 

We would like to leave this topic with one last thought for considering 
which Slavicists are better equipped than ourselves. On the Slavonic 
ground, semantic shifts from 'cap, hat' to 'something resembling ahat' 
have not been uncommon; perhaps such a shift could also have occurred in 
the opposite direction and * klobukb is in fact native, related to * kk;bb 
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'something coited into a ball' > 'skein' but als o 'withers', 'thenar', and 

others? 
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